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We report, for the first time to our knowledge, an on-chip mode-locked laser diode (OCMLLD) that employs multimode interference reflectors to eliminate the need of facet mirrors to form the cavity. The result is an OCMLLD that does not require cleaved facets to operate, enabling us to locate this OCMLLD at any location within the photonic chip. This OCMLLD provides a simple source of optical pulses that can be inserted within a photonic integrated circuit chip for subsequent photonic signal processing operations within the chip (modulation, optical filtering, pulse rate multiplication, and so on). The device was designed using standardized building blocks of a generic active/passive InP technology platform, fabricated in a multi-project wafer run, and achieved mode-locking operation at its fundamental frequency, given the uncertainty at the design step of the optical length of these mirrors, critical to achieve colliding pulse mode-locked operation. © 2014 Chinese Laser Press
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Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) have as a key advantage enabling the integration of multiple photonic building blocks (BBs) within a single chip to develop compact systems with increased functionality and performance [1]. Eliminating the need to fiber couple these photonic BBs has a huge impact on the cost and component footprint. The development of on-chip mode-locked laser diodes (OCMLLDs) in which the optical pulses are available on the chip for further processing on other integrated structures has proven to be extremely useful in communications, optical sampling, and signal processing [2]. Different reports have already demonstrated the advantages of on-chip integration, showing the possibility to decrease the repetition rate and increase the peak power to build a pulse source that is suited for optical coherence tomography [3], or to enable the combination of different mode-locked sources for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems [4], and even increasing the optical average power of the optical pulses by including tapered semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) at the output at the cleaved edge [5].

Mode-locked optical pulses are generated from the complex dynamics between the gain and absorber sections that phase-lock the longitudinal modes of the cavity [2]. The gain section is usually a SOA, while the saturable absorber (SA) is an isolated short active section that is reverse biased. The length of the optical resonator, which defines the pulse train repetition rate, is a critical factor. A common approach is to define the resonator by cleaved facet mirrors, which have two major drawbacks. The first is that it prevents any on-chip integration, as the output is at the facets. The second is that the cleaving tolerance introduces uncertainty in the cavity length from one sample to another [6].

To date, two main approaches have been demonstrated to integrate mode-locked laser diodes on-chip. One solution is to use ring resonators, offering lithographic control of the cavity length [7]. However, ring structures support two counter-propagating fields that bring complex interactions between them, requiring S-shaped structures [8] or asymmetries [9] to be included in order to suppress one propagation direction. Another approach uses a cleaved facet on one end of the cavity and a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) on the other [6]. This technique has recently been improved, demonstrating mode-locking when a surface-etched grating is used [10], with a simpler fabrication process than the fairly complicated DBR. Recently, a new approach to achieve on-chip laser sources has been demonstrated, defining the optical resonator by multimode interference reflectors (MIRs), requiring only the use of a deep etch fabrication step [11]. Using this new approach, Fabry–Perot laser structures with cavity lengths down to 415 μm were demonstrated [12].

The aim of this paper is to report, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, a semiconductor mode-locked laser structure that allows on-chip integration using MIRs. As ring lasers, this novel structure can be freely located at any position on the chip and defines the cavity length with lithographic precision. Advantages of the presented structure over rings are that it does not support counter-propagating modes and that it gives the designer the option to decide at which MIR to place an optical output for the pulses. We can also highlight that the devices reported in this paper have been fabricated using an InP generic foundry approach, designing the OCMLLD using a small number of standardized basic BBs, and fabricated on a generic foundry in a commercial multi-project wafer (MPW) PIC technology [1]. Thus, the
device that we present can be added as a new BB to the foundry BB library, as a source of short optical pulses for further processing within the chip.

The device requires active/passive InP integration, using the process flow of the MPW. On the active area, based on a shallow etched multi-quantum-well active layer, the waveguide includes a SOA for optical gain and the SA. In the passive area, we define the MIRs and the output waveguides. These mirror structures derive from a standard multimode interference (MMI) coupler in which deeply etched 45° mirrors at strategic locations reflect back the light by total internal reflection [13], having two options depending on the number of input ports in the MMI, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The first option is the one-port MIR, using a one-port MMI, in which all the incoming light is reflected back to the input port (100% reflection). The second option is the two-port MIR, which provides one optical output waveguide, based on a two-port MMI. The incoming light at one port is reflected back, evenly split between the two input ports (50% reflection). These elements belong to the BB library of the InP technology platform. From these BBs, we designed the OCMLLD with the length of the resonator \( L_{\text{res}} \) defined by the MIR reflectors. It is worthwhile to highlight that since the reflectors must be located at passive areas, the SA cannot be placed by the mirror. Therefore, colliding mode-locked laser structures can only be realized with this approach [14]. In our designs, we have used two main locations for the SA, as shown in Fig. 1(b), either at the center (at \( L_{\text{res}}/2 \)) or at one of the extremes of the gain section (locating it at \( L_{\text{res}}/4 \) from the right-hand side MIR), as shown in Fig. 2. The devices were fabricated on two different MPW runs, using two-port MIR on both ends, using the output waveguide to direct the light to the chip cleaved edges for analysis. In order to reduce back-reflections from the edges to a minimum, the output waveguides were angles 7° to the chip edge, and anti-reflection (AR) coating was used at the facets.

The characterization setup is shown in Fig. 3, in which the thermoelectric control (TEC) sets the operation temperature at 17 °C. The chips are mounted on copper carriers, with submount boards to give electrical access to the pads through bond wires. The light output from the angled facets is collected through lensed fibers with an AR coated tip, spliced to an optical isolator followed by a 90/10 splitter. The 10% output is taken to a power meter, and the 90% output either to a Yokogawa AQ6370B optical spectrum analyzer, a high speed photodiode connected to an electrical spectrum analyzer, or an optical autocorrelator. The results correspond to a sample designed for a total resonator length \( L_{\text{res}} = 2400 \) μm, having as fundamental frequency 18 GHz. The active region lengths in the MPW run are fixed to 800 μm, using 780 μm for the SOA and 20 μm for the SA. The SA, as shown in Fig. 2, is on the right end of the active waveguide. This location was intended to be 600 μm away from the right-hand side MIR, to place the SA at \( L_{\text{res}}/4 \) and set the device operation at its fourth harmonic (72 GHz) [15]. Further details of the fabrication process belong to the SMART-Photonics InP generic foundry [16].

The optical power versus input current characteristic (\( L-I \) curve) is shown in Fig. 4(a), traced when the input current is swept for a fixed SA reverse voltage (\( V_{SA} = -2.5 \) V). The threshold current is found to be 38 mA. As the current is swept to measure the optical power, the optical spectrum is measured simultaneously, shown in Fig. 4(b). From Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we observe that the device presents different modes of operation. Close to threshold, the device operates as a Fabry–Perot laser, exhibiting lasing on several modes. Above a current level (50 mA), the device enters into a mode-locked state. A detailed view of the optical spectrum in the mode-locked state is shown in Fig. 5, when the bias conditions are \( I_{SOA} = 90 \) mA and \( V_{SA} = -2.5 \) V. The center wavelength is located around 1558 nm, and the inset of Fig. 5 shows a mode spacing of 16.7 GHz (0.134 nm). This evidences that the device is not working at the intended harmonic frequency, but at its fundamental (16.7 GHz), different from the designed target, revealing the uncertainty at the design phase of establishing the optical length of the MIR. This uncertainty has an impact on the location of the SA for colliding pulse mode-locking, and we have reached mode-locking at the...
fundamental frequency. However, using this frequency, we are able to establish that the optical length of the resonator is 2480 μm, from which the optical length of the MIR can be calculated to be 106 μm for future designs.

Following this analysis, the optical signal output was injected into an XPDV2020R U2 T high-speed photodiode with 40 GHz bandwidth to convert into a RF signal, measuring the electrical spectrum using an Anritsu MS2668C electrical spectrum analyzer. We observe the position and power of the repetition frequency, shown in Fig. 6, for the same conditions in which the optical spectrum was shown, $I_{SOA} = 90$ mA and $V_{SA} = -2.5$ V. In accordance with the frequency spacing of the optical modes, the fundamental frequency appears at $f_{rep} \sim 16.7$ GHz, 47 dB over the noise floor. The linewidth
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Fig. 4. (a) Optical power versus current (L–I curve); regions are FP, Fabry–Perot; ML, mode-locked; (b) optical spectra map.
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Fig. 5. Optical spectrum of the OCMLLD in the mode-lock state; central wavelength, 1558 nm; span, 30 nm; inset shows the frequency mode spacing; resolution is 0.02 nm.
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Fig. 6. Electrical spectrum of the OCMLLD; center frequency, 15 GHz; span, 30 GHz; resolution bandwidth (RBW), 1 MHz; video bandwidth (VBW), 1 MHz.
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Fig. 7. (a) Pulsewidth versus gain section current level at fixed $V_{SA}$; (b) pulse width versus reverse absorber voltage at fixed $I_{SOA}$; (c) measured optical pulse shape (blue, line marked with circles) fitted to a Gaussian lineshape (red, continuous line).
of the beating RF spectrum fitted to a Lorentzian line-shape at full-width half-maximum (FWHM) is 91.90 kHz.

The existence of optical pulses is analyzed using an intensity autocorrelation measurement, with an Applied Physics and Electronics (APE) Pulse-Check background-free autocorrelator. The pulse widths have been measured for varying current injection levels into the SOA ($I_{SOA}$) and reverse voltages on the SA ($V_{SA}$), showing the measured data in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. We observe the same trends as in other mode-locked structures in which pulses broaden with increasing injection current, usually attributed to self-phase modulation (SPM), and shorten with increasing absorber reverse voltage, when the absorber recovery time is shortest [17]. The shortest pulse-width that has been measured is 1.72 ps with $-2.5$ V reverse bias to the absorber and 50 mA to the gain section (current level needed for the onset of mode-locking). In order to provide a detail of the pulse shape, Fig. 7(c) presents the autocorrelator output for the bias conditions in which we have shown the optical and electrical spectra, $I_{SOA} = 90$ mA and $V_{SA} = -2.5$ V. The measured trace has its best fit using a Gaussian pulse shape, from which we obtain that the pulse width is 2.92 ps. Furthermore, this allows us to calculate the time-bandwidth product (TBP), obtaining 0.49, close to that of a Fourier-transform limited Gaussian pulse (0.4113).

In conclusion, we report for the first time to the best of our knowledge a novel fully monolithic mode-locked laser diode using MIRs. The device has been shown to operate at the fundamental repetition rate, from the optical and RF spectra. This is attributed to the uncertainty in the optical length of the novel MIRs, critical to achieve harmonic regimes by colliding pulse mode-locking. Measurements of the pulse shape show pulse widths from 1.72 to 4.39 ps. The greatest advantage of this device is that it does not require cleaved facets, and can be freely located on a PIC. This device has been fabricated in a MPW run, using active/passive technology which allows integration of this component with various other BBs to include additional functionalities.
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